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Violent Crime Is Surging In Major U.S. Cities And
The Economy Is Not Even Crashing Yet

Submitted by Tyler Durden on 07/10/2015 19:20 -0400
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Submitted by Michael Snyder via The End of The American Dream
blog,

Don’t let anyone tell you that crime is going down in America.  All
over the United States, rates of violent crime in our major cities are
increasing by double digit percentages.  Murders are way up,
shootings are way up and rapes are way up.  So what is behind this
sudden spike in crime?  In Baltimore, authorities are pointing to the
racial tensions that were stirred up by the riots that erupted in
protest to the death of Freddie Gray.  But what about the rest of the
country?  From coast to coast, we are witnessing a dramatic increase
in violent crime, and the economy is not even crashing yet.  So what
is going to happen when the next great economic crisis hits us,
unemployment skyrockets, and people really start hurting?

When I was surveying the news today, I was very surprised to learn
that the murder rate in Milwaukee, Wisconsin has more than doubled
so far this year…

And of course Milwaukee is far from alone.  All over the U.S., violent
crime is jumping dramatically.  Here is more from USA Today…

96LikeLike ShareShare 2

Milwaukee, which had one of its lowest annual homicide
totals in city history last year, has recorded 84 murders
so far this year, more than double the 41 it tallied at
the same point last year.

Baltimore, New Orleans and St. Louis have also seen
the number of murders jump 33% or more in 2015.
Meanwhile, Chicago, the nation’s third-largest city, has
seen the homicide toll climb by 19% and the number of
shooting incidents increase in the city by 21% during
the first half of the year.
 
In all the cities, the increased violence is
disproportionately impacting poor and predominantly
African-American and Latino neighborhoods. In parts of
Milwaukee, the sound of gunfire has become so
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The crimes seem to be getting more brutal as well.  Just the other
day, I was stunned by one particular incident that happened in
Baltimore…

To me, that almost sounds like a scene out of some really violent
mobster movie.

What would cause people to behave like that?

Things are also getting crazy out on the west coast.  According to
Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti, overall crime in the city is up by
more than 12 percent so far in 2015…

And some of the crimes that are being committed out there
absolutely defy explanation.  For instance, just the other day
someone walked up to a 30-year-old white woman as she was
strolling with her boyfriend and fired a shotgun into the back of her
head for apparently no good reason whatsoever…

But it isn’t just murder rates that are surging.  Sex crime rates are
also on the rise all over America.  The following is an excerpt from a
recent New York Post article entitled “Sex crimes are soaring in
NYC“…

expected that about 80% of gunfire detected by
ShotSpotter sensors aren’t even called into police by
residents, Flynn said.

Gunmen got out of two vans and began firing at a
group gathered on a corner Tuesday night, fatally
shooting three people, police said.
 
The two gunmen shot a total of four people — one who
was in stable condition — a few blocks from the urban
campus of the University of Maryland, Baltimore,
according to police.
 
The three deaths bring the homicide total for Baltimore
for the year to at least 154, according to police news
releases. That’s an increase of more than 40 percent
compared with the same time last year. Shootings have
increased more than 80 percent. The city has seen a
spike in violence since the April death of Freddie Gray
after his arrest. The incident received widespread
national attention and sparked unrest across Baltimore.

For the first time in more than a decade, overall crime is
up in Los Angeles through the first six months of the
year, rising by more than 12%, according to figures
released Wednesday.
 
The increase has continued despite the city’s efforts to
stem the crime surge, which followed consecutive
declines since 2003.
 
“This is bad news,” Mayor Eric Garcetti told reporters
Wednesday. “Let me be clear: Any uptick in crime is
unacceptable.”

Sunday night in Los Angeles as a 30 year-old white
woman walked with her boyfriend near Sunset Boulevard
in Hollywood, a mysterious black man walked up
behind the couple and without saying a word fired a
shotgun blast to the back of the woman’s head,
according to police.
 
The killer was seen carrying the shotgun as he ran to a
car and drove away.
 
The search for the killer continues.
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I believe that we have reached a turning point.

I believe that we have entered a period of time when violent crime in
the United States is going to start skyrocketing – especially once the
next major economic downturn arrives.

Meanwhile, budget cuts are forcing police forces to cut back all over
the nation.  For example, the number of patrol officers in the city of
Detroit has been reduced by 37 percent in the last three years
alone…

But at least the police in the area have still maintained their sense of
humor.  Just recently, someone stole 28,000 pounds of packaged
nuts from a location in suburban Detroit…

This is the photo of the suspect that was actually released by the
police…

Sex crimes are soaring in the city, with an especially
frightening spike taking place during the past few
weeks, The Post has learned.
 
Misdemeanor sexual assaults as of Sunday night this
year increased by 20 percent over the same period in
2014, from 1,003 to 1,203.
 
But they shot up 75 percent for the week ending Sunday
compared to the same week last year — from 45 to 79.

There are currently fewer officers patrolling the city than
at any time since the 1920s. At one point, the Detroit
police force was over 5,000. Today, the force is just
1,590 officers strong — and not all of those are on the
street.
 
The city has lost nearly half its patrol officers since
2000 and ranks have shrunk by 37 percent in the past
three years alone, according to the Detroit News. It’s so
bad that precincts are reportedly left with only one
squad car at times.

Police in suburban Detroit are having a little fun while
asking for help from the public in figuring out who
swiped roughly 28,000 pounds of packaged nuts.
 
The Shelby Township Police Department says a truck and
trailer packed with 18 pallets of walnuts and other snack
nuts were taken the weekend of June 27. Police say the
truck and trailer were found July 1 in Detroit, but the
nuts worth more than $128,000 were gone.
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Do you know this suspect?  If so, please contact the authorities right
away.
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also, in south america, the cops have something
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work...........they go out shooting gang members while
making it look like it was another gang that did the
shooting.
I have guessed that the practice has come here in
places.

kaiserhoff
Wait

until the EBT cards no workie;)

Paveway
IV

Hold on to your AR-15s...

wee-
weed
up

 

 

Just two words are needed to explain why
violent crime is surging in all major US
cities...

Obozo & Holder

Richard Chesler

It is called hope and
change
mutherfuckers!

Now go and kill each other while Barry
eats bankster dick and michael's
lobster.
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Manthong

I will read this
article after I finish
my current session

of Postal 2.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postal_2

ACP
Detoilet,
Filthadelphia,
Shicago,

Baltimorgue, Fergustan...all
have one thing in common
regarding who's running those
shitties.

BTW, Postal 1 was pretty fun
too, for an old game.

cookie nookie

Violent
crime is
going up

because American cities
are filled with thugs.
 Them's just the facts.  I
live in a country filled with
Asians.  I can walk
anywhere at anytime.  It's
a nice feeling.

hansg
Do I now

understand correctly that
a WHITE woman was killed
by a BLACK man, and
nobody gave a fuck? No
cities were burned down?
No weeks of protests,
complete with burning
cars and looted stores? No
marches? Not even a
comment in the media?
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- 19:57 |
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Fri,
07/10/2015

Why is that?

NumNutt

Because most white
people still think this
country has a
functioning justice
system that will bring
evil people to justice.
Most of them have not
come to the
realization that the
rule of law has
completely broken
down and the justice
now is only served at
the sharp end of a
gun barrel. I don't
think they got the
memo that said it is
ok for the darkies to
kill whitie. But have
faith they are starting
to wake up........

migra

It does not take a
rocket scientist to tell
who is doing the

killing. As per usual it is blacks killing
each other like hot cakes. And that is
all good in the hood as long as they
stay in their part of town and kill each
other. If they start killing people
outside of the ghetto, men with
machine guns are going to have to
sort things out.

Osmium
Don't have one.  My AR-
10 should suffice
though  :)
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Sat,
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- 09:29 |
6298842

Fri,

Son of Loki
Do the AR-10s have
a greater tendency to
jam then the AR-15's

or less?

 

ImGumbydmmt

Less.

However to be
really sure you dont get stuck any
of the typical AR malfunctions get
a Ruger SR762 for the AR 10 or SR
556 for the AR 15,.

 if one already has an AR that
sometimes hangs up you need to
make sure you are running it wet
with a good AR oil,

and Get Sharps Reliabolt.

i did, exellent product. exellent
company.

http://srcarms.com/wordpress/bolt-
carrier/relia-bolt/

http://www.ruger.com/products/sr762/index.html

 

pgroup
Clean the damn
thing once in
awhile and use

proper ammo - then it probably
won't jam.

10mm
Get the AK and
be done with
the worry of

jams, malfunction bullshit.
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CrazyCooter
Bullish for home values!

Regards,

Cooter

James_Cole

Yep, if i turn my computer
monitor upside down it's
definitely spiking!!

http://retired.talkingpointsmemo.com/Images/US-
murder-rate.png

Somebody better call the batman, or fuck it,
any rich white guy will do. Trump?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Property_Crime_Rates_in_the_United_St...

The survey said 14,827 people were
murdered last year in the United States, well
down from 24,526 in 1993, when the
country’s population was smaller.

But the 2012 murder rate — 4.7 murders per
100,000 people — was significantly higher
than in most other wealthy nations.

The comparable rate is 0.4 in Japan, 0.8 in
Germany, 1.0 in Australia 1.1 in France and
1.2 in Britain, according to figures compiled
by the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Patel_Wikipedia_Final_copy.pdf

Socratic Dog
Might be worth looking at
violent crime performed by
US military and contractors

outside our borders.  You know,
war'n'shit, where we're always the good
guys.  There you might well find an uptick
in violent crime.  Wedding parties, women
collecting firewood, schoolbuses, bad shit
like that, droned into oblivion.

If you don't like violence within the USSA,
then look at violence we perform on
others,  Maybe if we weren't the most
violent nation on earth outside our
borders, there might be a bit less within
our borders.

To others we are a nation of homicidal
maniacs.
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newdoobie
When violent crime
dropped unexpectedly in
the early 90's (remember

the big crime scare in the 80's? the belief
was the citys were gonna collapse)
Suddenly in the early 90's violent crime
started dropping. Levitt postulated that
since the mid 70's abortion got rid of the
unwantted and 16 to 18 years later violent
crime rate dropped.

toady

From coast to coast, we are
witnessing a dramatic increase in violent
crime IN THE CITIIES, and the economy is not
even crashing yet.

Get out while you still can. 

 

 

duo

The

"knockout game" has
turned into the "blow
head off game".  The

race war Obama has always wanted is
coming closer every day.

WonderDawg

When the fuck are
people going to wake
up and understand

that Obama is not the mastermind of
what's happening? You're giving him
too much credit. He's a fraud and a
traitor, but this is not his agenda, he's
just following orders. Geezus fucking
Christ, you people that still think the
president calls the shots just blow my
mind. For crying out loud, he's a
community organizer, he doesn't have
the brains to come up with this
agenda. He's an idiot and a sociopath
and a fucking traitor to this nation,
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but HE DOESN'T SET THE AGENDA.

Oldwood
Absolutely. He is
as harmless and
blameless as a

newborn.

WonderDawg

You should
read what I
said, not

even close to your
interpretation. He's an idiot
and a traitor, but he's not the
mastermind. Get it, yet? He's
following the orders of the
true powers that be. Want to
know who the true power is?
Start with researching who
owns the Federal Reserve, and
then do a little research on
the CFR. That'll do for
starters, don't want to
overwhelm you.

Oldwood
If an
asshole
breaks into

my house and robs me, I
really don't care if it was
his idea, because he will
be dead. Obama wears the
mantle proudly and
deserves all the shit that
can rain down on him.
Sure, he is not alone and
there are likely more
involved than we will ever
know. What we do know is
it is our choice as to
whether we go along,
whether we enable them,
if we give our jobs away
by constantly going with
the lowest price, if we give
our freedoms away by
constantly grappling to
suck at their tit for
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Fri,
07/10/2015
- 22:42 |
6298099

whatever bits and crumbs
they offer. None of this
can happen without OUR
participation. This is how
it always is, always has
been. We are oppressed,
tyrannized, enslaved,
abused, because we allow
it. Meanwhile, we bitch
and moan and desperately
seek the evil boogeyman
to blame. Its make us feel
so much better imaging
some evil genius, some
grand conspiracy that we
are all victims of, rather
than accept that it is we,
ourselves, who constantly
bring us to this point. We
will sell or even give away
our liberties for security
and "something for
nothing". Ultimately we
always go pretty and
cheap.

WonderDawg
I agree
with

everything you said,
with the exception of
imagining some evil
genius, grand
conspiracy. It's not
imagination, it's the
truth, and unless we
recognize the source,
we'll continue to
blame only the front
man, rather than
seeking to expose the
truth. The true powers
hide behind the veil of
secrecy, but it's only
because the masses
buy into the
propoganda that is
perpetuated by the
mainstream media. If
you shoot the guy that
robbed your house,
he's dead, but if the
guy that ordered him
to rob your house isn't
exposed, he just
sends another thug,
and another, and
another. Nothing
changes until the
truth is exposed.
That's my entire point.
Sure, Obama's to
blame for being a
fraud and a traitor,
but changing him out
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for another fraudulent
traitor changes
nothing, does it?

 

By the way, it wasn't
me that gave you the
down arrow, not my
style.

duo

Mob mentality can
seem like a
conspiracy from a
distance.  Obama
was put in power
to pass TPP.
Obamacare was a
test case.  The
race war is a
distraction
because the false-
flags didn't get
any traction.

That doesn't
change the
makeup of the
hungry mobs
when it all goes
down.

jerry_theking_lawler

Great! Finally, what is
needed to 'cleanse' this
country of one of the

evils that infests it. This would not
happen if white guilt was not firmly in
place.  I'm not a raycist, just a realist.
Not all black people are bad, and not
all white people are good. But as a
group, blacks tend to be more
aggressive and have less regard for
the law than whites. Again, not a
raycist, just a realist. Probably has
something to do with DNA.....but
don't take my word for it....blame
Nature for studying this fact.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v486/n7404/full/nature11128.html

Pay special attention to Figure 4....
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Professorlocknload
The EBT cards will be the last
to go. That's where the votes
are. Same with Social

Security. As entitlements, they are the closest
thing there is to immortality. I think it was
Reagan that figured that out.

By the time those two are gone, there won't
be anything else left anywhere.

Son
of
Loki

As long as Popeye's does
not run out of chicken
we're ok.

EBT
excepted

when d'EBT cards don' woik,
dey be armees o' gubmint
'ployees out handin' fresh

FRN's to any bruthah what looks like he
po'...dey be out at Wallees and such, handin'
out new notes...yup

Antifaschistische

Holy Cow...downtown Houston
is having a major influx of
parasites...and thanks to

political correctness, no one can do anything
about it.   These dudes walk around like
zombies on who knows what cocktail of
drugs.   The headcount has been doubling
about every two years since 2008.

TheRideNeverEnds
the welfare babyboomer
generation is coming of age
simple as that.
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weburke

seriously, emergency rooms are sick of
dealing with gang groins. And some of the --
killings-- are actually where it was a groin
shooting bled the guys blood out too much.

general

ambivalent
Seems like a pretty terrible
strategy. I mean, just think
what you would do if someone

shot your nuts off. The only way it would
make sense is if you wanted this 'opposition'
gang to go buck wild.

And who would want to see a bunch of
gorillas running around after getting shot in
the nuts? Google it.

Nobodys
Safe

That's why the thugs get the
extra long scars while being
treated for injuries. They hate

treating them and it pleases them to give the
fuckers extra long scars. That came from an
ER Doc and I lmao when he told me that.

thecondor

Nice! 

NoPension
The
Star

Chamber.

Soon, that will be a citizens committee.

newdoobie
The
true
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unemployment rate is probably a big
factor. When getting .gov bennies for not

working, the time sitting around not doing
anything starts to get to you. Your dignity is
gone, you fall into dispare, and get pissed off.  Its
got to be somebodys fault!

newdoobie
Stop paying people not to work!
They wont have time to get in
trouble, they'll be too busy

trying to find the next meal.

theeseer

Oh
we

know why. Jealousy
you hate the folks that gave you your religion, science
medicine and runs your sorry financial life. Too bad you
gto the stupid genes.

Billy the Poet
I

have to chip in
for the annual three billion dollar foreign aid package
while receiving nothing in return. Not such a good
deal for me but the parasites with delusions of
grandeur love it.

A Lunatic
I sure as
Hell am
not

responsible for people engaging in what was socially and
economically acceptable behavior decades before my time......

New_Meat

have
u
taken

down u'r flag-pole
yet?  ;=)

401K of Dooom
Oh
p00k1e? 
You just

had to go and ruin my weekend!  How dare you show the face
of that Phillipino Spick Jose Vargas on ZH!  Now I have to go
and wash my brain out with Brain Bleach!  I hope you get what
you deserve!
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sgorem

happiness is my clean,
warm glock 36............

Hohum

Nothing will
happen.

ted41776
not crashing
yet?

Budnacho
1911 with
Hollowpoints can be a great persuader in times
of crisis....

New_Meat

Child, we
used'ta
play

paper gamez where the bad guyz  were coming through the
fulda-gap and the games almost always ended when we
stopped the bad guyz at almost the same time that we ended
up with nil in the way of bulletz.

So, u betta' have the -8 and the -15 magz at hand, don't cha'
know

and, well, ya gotta' eat 'n shit

but, you as a newbie in these here parts, must have superior
knowedge that u would obviously b sharin' with us stupid
postaz.

- Ned

Kirk2NCC1701
Better
still... a
.45

Winchester, loaded with
alternating rounds of 45 HPs and 410 shells.  Wicked.

For stopping brown bears or black bears, of course.  Not to
be used on white/polar bears. 

Wait... that is not meant to sound rayciss.

One And Only
At the same
time the country has experienced a surge in
Mexicans and Africans.
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The best way to turn a 1st class nation into a 3rd class nation is
to import the people.

Congratulations America.

L Bean
Who
the
fuck

else do you expect to do the booming work in "service"? 

Poor white people are all fuckin junkies and blacks are all in
jail.

p00k1e

Liv'in
the
dream!

THE 4th Quadrant
Oh
the

poor blacks. If they
weren't in jail they'd be productive citizens.

L Bean
Distract
distract

distract. Yeah that's the ticket.

As if at this point there were a way for poor people of
any color to be "productive citizens".

THE 4th
Quadrant

STFU douchebag!

L Bean

Boy I bet you're a fun one to be
around.

 

Oldwood

Yes,
I've

noticed that too. Many are so poor they
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can't even clean themselves or mow their yard, or
even carry out the trash. They are so poor they
wreck their cars and drink themselves into
stupors daily. They are even so poor that they will
vote for people who make lame promises to
improve their lot and only make things worse.

Its a damned shame we can't punish producers
who only work hard so as to even further depress
poor folks, make them feel like failures. Everyone
knows it not their fault, it's society's fault...or
actually conservative white society's fault.

L Bean

Yawn. Bootstraps, right?

duo

Worked great in
Rhodesia and South Africa

Budnacho
If I
get

downvotes for this
Im cool with it...the last line of L Beans comment sung out
to me....well, me and the Bourbon Im drinking....

Poor white people are all fuckin junkies and blacks are all
in jail
The Spicks have taken Cali and Puerto Rico Failed...
Half of New Yorks Mandarin and all we watch is
Kardashian Tail..
What.the.Fuck.is Going Onnnnnn
Glory Glory Halleujah.....

L Bean

I'd be drinking
too, if I weren't suffering from some insane bioterror
version of the flu right now. JFC this is becoming the
filthiest country on earth.

New_Meat

L

Bean:
evidently u don't get out much:
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"JFC this is becoming the filthiest
country on earth."
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gotta get ur head out of its anal-cranial
inversion.  Go read about Korea "This kind of war"
or other shitty places.

Or go to Chicago!

- Ned

L Bean

I've lived in Chicago, the worst part,
but thanks anyway.

I was speaking quite literally, this country has
become very filthy in the past decade or so.
On a basic level. Grimy, sticky, greasy. From
the banks to the Post Offices to fucking
Nieman Marcus. Not to mention the private
homes of people who work 2-3 jobs and only
have time to slop around some Pine Sol on
the floor once every few years if that. 

It's definitely different. I'm not talking about
post-colonial squalor or medieval dungeon
standards, not sure why you'd even bring that
up.

SubjectivObject
Currently being in SE Asia,
I's say it appears/sounds
like 2nd or 3rd world

conditions.  Just plain funky.  Go long
toilet seat paper, rubber gloves, and such.

 

L

Bean

Well yeah. I wasn't
disputing the
existence of filth on

planet earth, people. Only observing a
noticeable change for the worse.

SubjectivObject
I appreciated what
you were saying,
and agree with it.
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As the spoiled masses become
poorer, civility dies.

Element
 

 

 

I can tell you exactly what that is, it
occurs when people stop caring about
making the most of what they have, and
stop doing things the best that they can,
with what little they've got. Someone else
will take care of it.

It's also associated with the disposable
culture mindset. Especially how the
shittier products become in shops, and
the cheaper these crap shops are, and the
shittier are the gadgets accepted to be,
and thus become disposable and life-
limited, simply because they are in fact
cheap crap, that whole outlook begins to
permeate the cultural psyche, and
everything begins to be treated like cheap
crap.

And the stuff that is in fact not cheap to
replace, is also treated like disposable
crap. Except it isn't. It becomes expensive
crap, that looks like shit, is mistreated
even more, valued less and fails sooner,
and now it also can't be replaced.

Hence infrastructure decrepitude, and the
failure to give a fuck to look after things
that are relatively new, as we once did. We
cheapened everything, including the
things we as a result, can't afford
anymore.

And not just the surroundings suffer, but
all of the people also stop making the
most of their minds and bodies, within
that process. Hence fat, dopey slugs, with
bad attitudes, and don't give a fuck.

This is all a product of chronic mediocrity
setting in as we gradually lower our
standards (even though we hate that fall
in quality and expectations) and start to

reply

7
0

" ... I was speaking quite
literally, this country has
become very filthy in the past
decade or so. On a basic
level. Grimy, sticky, greasy.
From the banks to the Post
Offices to fucking Nieman
Marcus. Not to mention the
private homes of people who
work 2-3 jobs and only have
time to slop around some
Pine Sol on the floor once
every few years if that. ... "
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Fri,
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- 22:50 |

accept cheap faulty shitty goods, and
really bad food, and poor service, and
extremely dubious thinking.

It is all part of the sickening of the
culture, and culture is just the minds of a
collective, expressed into the world.

And what is expressed now is the grime,
filth and smear, on all levels, because the
inner life is sick and decayed.

This is of course not what will take
humanity further.

 But let's not nit-pick.  It's also why the
concept of "American Exceptionalism"
seems so totally absurd and offensive
now. It's clearly not any longer. It's
capacity to impress used to be due to an
admirable culture of motivation,
innovation and making the most of what
it could do, and what it could develop to
do even more.

And that culture has become remote,
rarefied, recessed, and is actively
discouraged but what calls itself culture in
its place. Which reinforces the
proliferation of exceptional dumbness.
Standards keep falling.

It's called DECADENCE and it precedes
every empire's collapse.

 

Wrong Way! Go Back! 

L

Bean
"chronic

mediocrity...DECADENCE..."

Yes, that was my point. Thanks.

HamFistedIdiot

Great post, Element.
Thank you for making
the most of your mind,

and helping to raise the bar
intellectually for me on a morning
when everything seems to have lost
the clarity it once had.

perchprism
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Beanie---for us older, more traditional
folks, could you swap out your avatar for

one less cocksuckingly faggoty? Thanks.

L Bean

Sorry if my choice of pop culture
iconography flew over your

head Monty Burns, lol.

Chris Guest is not ghey.

duo

Rats in the front
room, roaches in the back,

Junkies in the alley with a base ball bat.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4o8TeqKhgY

NoPension

Beany's got a point.

Boondocker
Had to go
to
Minneapolis. ...no white people but shit load of

every color you can imagine.....and I almost shot a skinny on
general principle.....glad I made it back to mexifornia with out
committing a homicide

Son of Loki

Roger that. I never
thought I'd feel safe getting back to my Mexican
neighborhood but they are not nearly as violent as Al's
Boyz.

Kirk2NCC1701
That's
because
dumb

donkeys in the Gov,
Media and Academia do not count Demographic Imperialism
as Warfare, as Darwinistic Warfare. Fools, frauds and traitors. 

They see it as an Opportunity: to suppress wages, to divide &
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conquer, to expand the hiring pool of Economic Refugees as
cannon fodder for the DOD, etc, etc. 

Philo Beddoe
You do
realize that the squirrel appears to be 7 feet tall. I
would fucking hide my nuts if I saw that fucker

coming for me. If the crime thing does not pan out maybe he can
play Center for the Pistons. 

p00k1e

So-called
Detroit
‘brown

field’* Squirrels.

* Brownfield is a term used in urban planning to describe land
previously used for industrial purposes or some commercial
uses. Such land may have been contaminated with hazardous
waste or pollution or is feared to be so. Once cleaned up,
such an area can become host to a business development
such as a retail park.

Scooby Doo
7' vs 7".

cowdiddly
This
is
why

women cannot read
a roadmap. Because only men relate to the concept of 1"=
a mile. :7)

Miffed Microbio...

I'm not
sure if
your

nuts are impressive as his.

http://oddanimals.com/funnyanimals/squirrelwithbignuts.html

Miffed;-)

NoPension
That be
inches
Beddoe. I

bet you tell som fish tales!;)

Philo Beddoe
Guilty
for
being

a fuckhead. I had an
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economist moment,

The Carbonator
Brass and
Lead.

Piss off a liberal join the NRA today.

greatbeard

why
would
that piss

off a liberal?  liberals are plenty armed  just not joiners.  you
want to send your money off to some pac have at it. 

Uncle Sugar

Bullshit! All the libs I
know are afraid of guns and think they should be banned
outright.  They also don't understand that the NRA is
made up of millions of law abiding people.  Libs suck and
they have no common sense.

 

buzzardsluck
FUCK
THE
NRA

Coletrane

fuck YOU

dexter_morgan

FUCK YOU - they've
been serving marksmen since 1871 and they be doing it
long after your sorry ass is cold and mouldered in the
grave dumbass.

buzzsaw99
stay away
from those places is my advice

Chuck Walla

UPS in
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Hodgkins, Ill. have
gangs in the work force.
On top of all the other shit, they have to manage by gang
affiliation to try and avoid violence. Can't assign the wrong
gangster to another work group.

FORWARD SOVIET!

Parole requires a job is how they get there.

lakecity55

"So what is
behind this sudden spike in crime?"

 

Niggers.

THE 4th Quadrant
You
have to
add the

/s tag to comply with the "Notice on Racial Discrimination."

Fukushima
Fricassee

The

queer Obama spoke them shits so he was
just being presidential.

NoPension
Tyler
posts
this

click bait. What's he
expect?

tarsubil

I wonder
if things
are just

going to become like they are in prison. Gangs divided by
race. Be tough or someone's bitch. That should be fun.

general ambivalent
The
politically
correct

term is 'gorillas'.

KnightTakesKing
America
should be an interesting place this Fall.
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Professorlocknload

Interesting times coming, indeed,,,especially
considering who the presidential front runners are in this
election cycle. Get to the hinterlands if you can.

FreeShitter

Im

doing my quests
there now.

New_Meat
yo,
prof,
just a

simple question:

Are you rather totalliy constipated all of the time?

one is just wonderin':

cuz, if u lock, wellllllllllllll then u can't really load, or

can u

Inquiring minds wish to know

- Ned

Kirk2NCC1701
Only if
the

headcount of Globalist
Banksters changes.  In the right direction. 

Squid make for great Calamari appetizers. 

L Bean

Kickoff to
the real hunger games.

I'm sure the Newport class is just salivating at the thought of us
all killing each other over skin color and dialect. 

A tale as old as time.

New_Meat
Capital
District b
doin' just

fine, coal districts not so much.

Fukushima Fricassee
So many
Trayvons so little Eric Holder's . Ignorant fuckers
have social enginered a crime wave and a

criminal shit hole that once was the USA.
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vic and blood

If you are
white and care about your family, get out of the
city and head for flyover country, right now.

Philo Beddoe
I was
thinking of
builiding

high rise condos in Kallispell, Montana.   

vic and blood
I love

northwestern
Montana. I lived in Lincoln County for a time.

Something like that is far beyond my knowledge but that
might be the right place.

Philo Beddoe

Yep, she is a
beauty...even the Idaho panhandle is spectacular up
until Bonner's Ferry.  I don't live there now...but I
spent a helluva lot of time there as a kid.  I have been
back to visit a few times and a few things have
certainly changed....but....hey that is what they call
progress I suppose. Funny, for awhile about 15 year
or so ago they had no posted speed limit on the
Interstate System in Montana. That....was fucking
awesome....although it did not last too long. 

vic and
blood

Interesting. I graduated from Bonners Ferry
High School. I have a brother still in
Sandpoint.

I remember the speed limit!

Philo
Beddoe

No shit. We stayed in
Sandpoint in some shithole
hotlel on the way to the Word's

Fair in Spokane back in 74. I was like 4 or 5 at
the time and my Dad's 47 pick up overheated.
Pretty sure that is the first time I ever heard
the phrase fucking piece of shit. 
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vic
and
blood

My high school marching
band was at expo '74.
What a small world it is.

You are just a youngster, Philo!

Philo Beddoe
Expo 74 was quite the
coup for such a small
city lke Spokane. My

Dad had no interest in bunking down
every night with all those people
making a god damn racket...so we
stayed in these little white cabins in
front of Lake Coeur d'alaine every
night.  The place was packed with
plates from Cali to Canada, Nobody
misbehaved and everybody had a
great time. Americana at its finest.
 When my mom died a few years ago I
found her photo album form the trip.
It was like a time machine, my friend.
 All the adults had cigarettes in their
hands and the kids were all riding
bikes our motorcyles without helmets
are much clothing. 

Miffed Microbio...

Our 100 acre
family farm is in
northern Spokane (

Colbert). We hope to return before
Cali descends into utter chaos and
consumes itself. It's amazing to
visit and see that the area has
changed so little from the early
80s. Perhaps that's the nature of
farm vs city living. A more quiet
and slower paced life. Pine, spruce
and tamarack growing around hay
fields. Such a completely different
world from where I now reside.

Miffed
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vic and blood
I have heard
that Spokane
is turning into

a rough town. Lots of meth,
gangs, and racial problems.
Not the sleepy boring town
that many remember.
Remember the song "Spokane
Motel Blues"? Was it Tom T.
Hall?

Miffed Microbio...

My older
daughter
just

moved to Seattle after
living 3 years in
downtown Spokane in a
small studio apartment.
Yes, we were very
concerned for her even
though she was in a
relatively good area. She
had her car broken into a
few times. Once she
caught a guy in the act
and she attacked him but
he got away ( I guess the
apple doesn't fall far from
the tree). We made sure
she was armed and
learned how to shoot.

The Bloods and Crips were
moving in when we left
for Cali. The Spokane PD
seemed a little clueless to
course of action which we
knew would result in a
poor outcome. The north
side is still good and our
farm is about 30 miles
outside of Spokane.

Frankly, it's hard to find a
place that hasn't been
touched by such things.
There are areas in San
Diego I won't go to
anymore that 20 years
ago were poorer areas but
not violent. The whole
damn country is falling
apart.

Miffed
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Kirk2NCC1701
"The
whole
damn

country is falling
apart."

As intended.  For
when all human bonds
of Kinship, Culture,
Family Values and
Virtues are weakened,
corrupted or
eliminated, and when
Devolution is
rampant, then you
have reached a key
Strategic Objective: 

You have eliminated
robust and
sustainable forms of
organized resistance
to the Globalist
Neocons, Banksters
and their Deep State
and hired Mercs.

Same basic Template
in every country, until
no country is left to
resist. 

Philo Beddoe

Indeed, a small
world

vic and blood
That was a great
era in many ways. I
really had a blast

at Expo '74. We really thought we
were badasses in high school,
driving to the big city of Spokane
and pretending we were looking
for trouble. We thought we saw
hookers on Riverside. I do not
remember if that is what
prompted us to rush into a drug
store to make our first condom
purchases, or not. I wore mine out
carrying in my billfold for many
months. Naturally, we shouted at
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and insulted those that appeared
to be winos or bums. Seemed like
the thing to do at the time. Young
guys can be pretty cruel.

It was great growing up in that
part of the country. If you should
wind up there, you really should
meet my brother and his family. I
have an aunt and uncle there, too.
You share many values and
probably travel in similar circles.
My brother will be looking at
some new project when he gets a
couple of homes near Sandpoint
sold. I am quite the never-do-well
compared to that brother.

 

vic and
blood

Another area that I am particularly fond of
is around Orofino, Idaho.

A Lunatic

There is a nice looney bin there
too.......

vic
and
blood

You'd know! With a
moniker like that. LOL.
One of my maternal great

grandfathers is buried there. He outlived
my great grandmother who is buried in
CDA. He was an Irishman and a drunk and
died a pauper in Orofino.

Bay Area Guy

Beautiful country. 
Glacier National Park is my personal bolt location when
the SHTF.

A Lunatic

Gee. Who
coulda knowed........
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disabledvet
I think it safe
to say these "United States of America" have had a
low level insurgency going on many a year now

actually.

Talk about a "Nation at War with Itself."

Here we have a Police State and everyone is asking "WHERE ARE
THE POLICE?"

Anywho...long gated communities with ex military at the guard
shack.

"Make sure you have permission before you enter."

Signed,

The Pirates of Penzance!

Mr. Frosty

Yea, the

insurgency began right after segregation
ended. That's when the inner city became a no-go zone and
the black-white rape rate went through the roof.

FixItAgainTony

Police are
the new
taxman,

tickets are revenue, can't waste time on crime deterrence,
wouldn't be prudent.

stant
The
confederate flag thing was engineered to direct
the blacks anger away from .gov and onto the

south

greatbeard
The

confederate flag thing was driven by plenty
of whites.  The flag was usurped by fringe white racists.  What
they've done disrespected both the flag and the south.  Those
folks are no better than the black haters in the hood.

A Lunatic
It's
all

about undermining
American traditions, history, and values and replacing
those things with third world ideology.......

New_Meat
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The undermining one gets, nyet on the "third-world"
ideology--this is strictly Marx and his getz.

- Ned

THE 4th Quadrant
It's all

engineered to redirect away from the filthy
jews.

If you cannot hate the negro you certainly cannot hate the jew
for fucking this country beyond belief.

ThroxxOfVron
"Police in
suburban Detroit are having a little fun while
asking for help from the public in figuring out who

swiped roughly 28,000 pounds of packaged nuts.

 

The Shelby Township Police Department says a truck and trailer
packed with 18 pallets of walnuts and other snack nuts were
taken the weekend of June 27. Police say the truck and trailer
were found July 1 in Detroit, but the nuts worth more than
$128,000 were gone. "

 

Ow!  My Nuts!!!

Platinum

What a show
we'll have to watch on the Earthcams (and similar)
in the coming months. Video to be saved to show

future generations.

THE 4th Quadrant
FBI orders
new agents to worship the Martin Luther King
memorial.

http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/10/28/us-usa-justice-
martinlutherkin...

FBI chief says Roof shouldn't have been able to buy gun

http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2015/07/10/fbi-
chief-roof-gun-...

This Comey must have a feral sheboon as a wife.

rsnoble
How quick
we've forgoten the US has 20% unemployment
and lifelines have been slashed in the name of a

faux recovery.  The economy hasn't crashed? LOL, need we

0
0 "It's all about undermining

American traditions, history,
and values and replacing those things
with third world ideology......."
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remind ourselves what we discuss everyday?  Don't let MSM get
the best of you, lol.

rsnoble
For instance,
Kansas now offers 13 weeks of unemployment,
instead of 26 weeks and possible extensions,

because the unemployment rate is only 5%.

We don't need to argue about people being on benefits forever,
that's not the point i'm trying to make.

Make_Mine_A_Double

And what
do all these cities with screaming crime rates
have in common??

Collasping local economies and race baiting one party
dictatorships....and throw on a huge helping of dogshit stupid
illegals for every point on the compass and what do you get??

It's being done on purpose by the faculty lounge Marxist in the
Out House - so no big surprise here.

The man with po...
It's all of
those microwave frequencies blasting us every
nanosecond, the medication, the fluoridated

water, the vaccines, the increasing amounts of GM food and
whatever shit is being sprayed in the sky. But seriously microwave
frequencies alter brain waves and affect your behaviour and
mood. However because everyone is different then for many
certain frequencies don't affect them while others do.

The best analogy is a strong earthquake striking a city block and
all the buildings are standing except for one which has
completely collapsed. Now why has this one building collapsed?
Because it's natural frequencies corresponded with the
earthquake's vibrations and this creates resonance which
amplifies the shaking.

It's kind of the same with brain waves and microwaves. Oh yeah,
DNA splits using processes of electromagnetism, so what
happens when you have artificial EM waves bombarding the
human body which deviate from standard (natural) EM activity?
More cancer that's what.

It just goes to show how tough humans are, and nature itself, to
withstand all of these interfering factors without keeling over and
dying. But many hundreds of millions are suffering in some form
or another from the above take your pick: depression, allergies,
mood swings, weird aches and pains and last but not least
procrastination- if you're brain waves are being scrambled like
crazy then it becomes rather hard to concentrate.

Ever feel like brain has turned to mush for no good reason or it
doesn't feel like there's anything coherent inside? That's the
microwave frequencies- they subtly fuck with your mind.

Oh yes, last and not least I forgot about the phthalates in plastic.
Phthalates are compounds which effect the softness/hardness
tension/slackness in plastic and boy do they all sorts to human
health! For instance they have been known to cause ADHD, breast
cancer, obesity and type II diabetes, low IQ, neurodevelopmental
issues, behavioral issues, autism spectrum disorders, altered
reproductive development and male fertility issues.

The last two are particularly interesting because this is not
confined to humans. This affects animals for a steadily growing,
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Fri,

but small, minority of male animals are becoming feminized:
there reproductive parts are damaged and sometimes non-
existent. However scientists have not appeared to conduct any
research into whether phthalates can alter sexual orientation in
both animals and humans.

And ZHers wonder why there are so many faggots and
metrosexuals out there... Probably the phthalates.

p.s. There is no escaping phthalates, there's so many dodgy ones
that you have most certainly repeated touched or used plastic and
products containing these blighters.

p.s.s Let me put it this way. Try taking plastic out of the economy,
just think about that alright?

vic and blood
Shows
what I
know. I

could have sworn that I read that homosexuals were
oversexed.

Apparently, all the factors that you mentioned, have a more
profound effect on the dark people.

The man with po...

Edit

those factors amplify
illness and mental problems- what effect they have on
crime is quite frankly unknown but they must have some
kind of effect. Besides these factors may affect different
racial types in different ways, but again no one has
performed any research to analyze this, so it is naught
but speculation. But those factors are definitely affecting
people and making many lives very miserable.

Now take any racial group, place them in grinding poverty
and constant need, and they will become just as
disorganized and crime-ridden as the blacks in the US.

vic and blood
I

can go along
with property crimes, perhaps. I believe something
else is at work for the sex crimes, assaults, flash
mobs, etc.

The man
with po...

Maybe it's just a very bad year for
violent crime. A statistical blip. It
sounds cynical but if next year

there is mean reversion then nothing new or
significant is happening right now.

Mr. Frosty
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Jews and
Japanese-
Americans were herded into camps only 70 years ago,
they never acted like blacks. Tens of thousands of
Scots-Irish living in Appalachia have no electricity or
running water, they don't act like negros.

NoPension
Hey,
not
fair.

No
using logic!

L Bean

So

obedient those Jews and Japanese. Surely
superior races. 

rsnoble

Not
saying
these

could be good points,
but humans have been fk'd up and dudes have been sucking
each others dicks long before microwaves.

Vendetta
Everything is
going as planned while everyone still believes that
one political party is good while the other is bad.

cougar_w
Here's my
theory, backed by socio-biology and 56 years of
watching people sleep-walk: the human world is

an illusion divorced from reality.

An illusion, and everyone carries a small piece of that illusion
around in their own head. We're all making this shit up as we go,
completely making it up, the other animals in the world cannot
understand 99.9% of what we are about, it's just random batshit
crazy that only makes sense to humans. And not all the time even
then.

Now, so long as there is some kind of common narrative about
shit then we all "agree" most of the time what our world is about.
As soon as that narrative starts to become questionable (we
notice a lot of people in power are in fact lying to us some or
most or all of the time) we all start to go off the script in
individual ways, some more than others, some sooner than
others, depending on how much actual "reality" they allowed
before. Yeah there is a real world, some of us get that part and
just deal with it. But some do not and live in a fantasy world some
or all of the time. As soon as the fantasy unhinges from real
things then everyone's individual illusion starts to take over in a
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way the rest of us see as "WTF" behaviors. But seriously, it's all
been "WTF" since who knows, we just never notice until "WTF"
starts to diverge from what we all thought we knew was
important. Well it wasn't important, it was just what we all wanted
to believe.

Get ready for a lot of this. It is the cost we are about to pay for
400 years of blatantly lying to ourselves about everything. And if
you want to get down to it, more like 2,500 years of doing that.

Yeah I'm blaming the Greeks for some of this. Democracy. What
the fuck were they even thinking?

jmc8888
The
economy for many HAS been crashing, that's
sort of the point.  With less people working, it

doesn't matter IF numbers go up, those numbers are representing
less people.   Even if you are represented by having a job, you are
getting a smaller and smaller piece of the pie.  People don't just
start acting up when the overall economy crashes, it ticks up
whenever more are under stress then before, and as time goes
on, this number keeps going up and up.  Each job lost or coming
of age individual who doesn't enter the workforce is another
potential stick of dynamite.

Our physical economy has been declining since the 60's. We saw
great upticks in violence due to the dislocations cause by the
effects (all related) of the Vietnam war, outsourcing jobs, but our
physical economy has been falling hard this century.  With no
Glass-Steagall, our numbers don't need to be based on reality
anymore. 

People have no options, and we've raised a generation of people,
say...those under 25 or so, that have learned no one is
accountable for anything. 

Think about it this way, the real crap show that has happened
since 9/11 (though of course this has been happening since JFK
died), the kids who were 4 years old, just graduated high school,
those there were 8, just graduated college.  For many
accountability isn't something they've seen.  They've seen
everyone just crony along to get along, so now that they are
adults who were told as children they were all winners, yet they
feel the squeeze of not winning, they are mighty pissed off, and
like who they saw behave badly all their life with almost everyone
in an position of authority, these young adults aren't accountable
like they weren't.

The TV shows they grew up on weren't Andy Griffith or I Love
Lucy or Hogan's Heroes, it was Survivor with the backstabbing,
the crazy out of touch with reality Kartrashians.   If I could use
one word to describe the average TV program a young person
was exposed to this century, I'd use the word NARCISSISM.  They
grew up watching self-centered psychopaths be lauded as great
and important people.  We created a generation of narcissists.

They weren't given much freedom being coddled by their parents,
and treated like prisoners in school.

They didn't get an education, the funding cuts, the cancelled
programs, higher sports fees, the intimidation they received from
those teaching or overseeing them, and they were all taught on
the basis that they needed to pass a test because that would
show other people that they 'learned' something. 

So of course many don't have a proper education, because they
cut everything to prepare them for a test.  All you need is to look
at the people who don't know what the fucking 1st amendment is,
or when Abraham Lincoln was our president, or what country we
broke away from to declare our independence. 

Many are simply walking around this shit show with no skills, a
rude awakening, no jobs, no sense of accomplishing anything
real... after of course they were all told they excelled at
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everything when they did nothing.  Many can't get entry level jobs
because those fast food jobs are going to college graduates.   Oh
and of course, they've been inundated since birth around the hip-
hop bling bling that if you don't have the Benjamin's (of course
they don't know who the fuck he is) then you are nothing.  So if
you don't have a job, don't have money, don't have any options,
they feel a social sting more so then earlier generations.  Plus of
course, no one of the opposite sex will date them.

Add in all the psycho meds they put these kids on even if most
don't need any of them that have shown to cause psychotic
episodes, coupled with all the more numerous drug choices and
availability they have and take part in, and they don't stand a
match against such a situation.

Food stamps don't buy you half of what they bought you when
Nerobama took office, and if they do scrape up some money for
some crap fast food, the value menu meal will cost you $8.  Of
course if you want two of their premium sandwiches and a drink,
you are looking at more like $12.

Everywhere they turn, they are fucked. When they look around,
almost everyone seems to be in the same boat, and this mentality
grows and becomes pervasive.  But they do see some people who
have seemingly made it, and those people are rubbing their noses
with it on Crapbook. 

Of course, even those older then these people are feeling similar
pressures, and while they weren't brought up on this shitshow,
they have been living through it, with it's moral absences
chipping away at their moral compass all this time.  They have
lost families, homes, cars, jobs, and their future as well.  One
need only look at the Democratic party, filled with people who
rightfully bitched at Bush for all his war crimes and impeachable
offenses, but since 'Bush' did it, it's fine that their guy, Obama,
does it. 

So yes, it's not surprising that crime is surging, and of course if
the metrics that the rich measure the economy crashes, then I
suspect the moral degeneracy coupled with legitimate strife that
together is simmering just under the surface, will explode.

Glass-Steagall

FixItAgainTony
We

awesomed some folks?

Monetas

You would
think the MLK memorial .... would be carved out
of black stone .... the Viet Nam memorial is ....

fail !

kareninca
Funny how
you really don't get a stable and normal society
when its basis is the acquisition of material crap.

 Or when its basis is our new religion as promoted by our
overseers: "taking good care of our health through frequent blood
sugar testing and avoiding risky activities like drinking raw milk
and gun ownership and through faithfully paying our premiums."
 Oddly enough that does not seem to draw from people the
desired emotional and behavior responses.
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bigrooster
All cities with
large black populations.

L Bean

All
cities
with

skyscrapers

All cities with banks

All cities with pigeons, pizza joints, nail salons, 

All cities with _____

Uncle Sugar
You
are in

denial.

Refuse-Resist

L. Bean probably
hasn't had a chance to experience the benefits of
diversity yet. And it sounds like when he does he/she
will be completely unprepared and will suffer.

Some folks have to learn things the hard way.  I did
and it took a 3 on 1 beatdown by black 'youths' over a
minor disagreement to flush the liberal pro-diversity
garbage out of my head, 2 months after I moved
there.

Never again.

tlnzz

"the other
day someone walked up to a 30-year-old white
woman as she was strolling with her boyfriend

and fired a shotgun into the back of her head for apparently no
good reason whatsoever…"

The race war started a while back. It has been kept under the
radar by the people who don't want anyone to know. It's a little on
sided for now, but that should change sometime in the near
future.

Dancing Disraeli
Check
out The
Color of

Crime.  It's been one-sided for 50 years. 

New_Meat
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... errrr ... u should prob ax Erik place-holder

- Ned

gcjohns1971
"In all the
cities, the increased violence is disproportionately
impacting poor and predominantly African-

American and Latino neighborhoods. "

 

So... you are saying that violence has doubled in the areas that
foreigners who come only to receive US Government Give-aways
or to pursue crime go to live?  The year after the US Government
ran US-Government-owned guns to those same foreigners in a
supposed sting operation?  Right after the President ordered DHS
to abandon the Law and let anyone come who wants to?

I am not sure I understand the source of the surprise.

What did you think would happen?

Clowns on Acid
It's called
an
suspected

exprise....

Thirtyseven
In all the cities,
the increased violence is disproportionately impacting poor and
predominantly African-American and Latino neighborhoods.

In all the cities, the increased violence is disproportionately
CAUSED BY predominantly African-American and Latino
neighborhoods.

 

Fixed it!

Laddie
Well as 3rd
World demographics take over this is what
happened. See: http://newnation.org/

White men own the vast majority of firearms in America and have
extraordinarily low levels of violent crime. Less than the extolled
Japanese do, for instance.

Son of Tory MP and Boris Johnson's former deputy is beaten
unconscious by girl gang in KFC in Leicester Square 

0 that?"
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Strapped to his hospital bed, this is the son of a high
ranking Tory MP who was beaten unconscious by a
violent girl gang after being attacked in KFC.
Tom Borwick whose mother is newly elected
Kensington MP Victoria Borwick, suffered repeated
blows to the head as he desperately tried to protect
his girlfriend.
The 27-year-old was set upon initially as he queued
for food with friends before the clash with three
women spilled out onto the pavement outside the
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Coletrane
just
finished reading White Girl Bleed A Lot by Colin
Flaherty very , um, eye opening. Author backs up

everything he says....most with video

Laddie
Yeah

youtube takes the videos down.
Luckily liveleak exists.
New York Daily News

White victim, black attacker, the victim was a DEVOUT
Democrat whose recent posts called for gun control and an
end to "white racism"
Horrified passengers witnessed brutal July 4 slaying aboard
Metro car

Just reading the title HOW DID I GUESS? Must have ESP or
something...
Feds arrest boy, 12, in gang-related murder of Nebraska man

eatery in London's Leicester Square and the 27-year-
old was knocked out.
Scotland Yard has released CCTV images of two of
the women involved in the attack on Tom and his
unnamed girlfriend at 9.45pm on June 27.
They said in a statement: 'One of the females
punched the man in the head numerous times. Both
parties were then removed by security from the
premises.
'As the male victim was recovering from the assault,
the suspects came back several minutes later and
continued the altercation on the pavement outside.
They pushed the female on the ground and the man
tried to defend her. He was then pushed and fell
unconscious.
'The females then kicked him while he was on the
floor and fled before police arrived. Both victims
suffered minor injuries and attended hospital later.'
All three are black females aged in their 20s or 30s.
One was wearing black clothing and one was wearing
a royal blue dress.
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Seven black men called a 28-year-old man
“white bread” and other insults as they
threatened him on Vanderbilt Ave. and Targee St.
in Fox Hills about 3 p.m. on June 19, cops said.
The group then chased after the white victim,
punching and kicking him.
They struck him with a milk crate, a fluorescent
light bulb, a bottle and other garbage they
picked up, officials said.

Federal agents last night arrested a baby-faced
Nebraska boy, 12, for his role in the murder of a
man during an armed robbery.
Jarrell Milton was collared by U.S. Marshals
Service agents in Minneapolis, nearly 400 miles
from the boy’s Omaha, Nebraska residence.
Investigators allege that Milton and two other
boys--Shuntayvious Primes-Willis, 15, and Jamar
Milton, 17--last month lured two men to an
Omaha park with the ruse of conducting a
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http://thesmokinggun.com/sites/default/files/assets/jarrellmilton.jpg

HORROR in Cincinnati ! Black Youths Mock and Laugh at
Unconscious and Bloody White Victim After July 4th Beatdown
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=e1a_1436230994

This video was shot on Friday June 19, 2015 outside of
Herfurth Elementary School in Rowlett, Texas. A black male is
taking the video: a vicious attack on a White 14-year-old
female holding her three-year-old niece and a white female
friend are sitting on a park bench. This was described as a
"schoolyard brawl."
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=923_1435624056

Young Girl and Little Brother attacked
Video posted on (and removed from) facebook of brutal
attack on a female and her little brother
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=b10_1426395873

Cops Post Video of Brutal Beating in Attempt to ID Suspects;
YouTube Removes

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=282_1409879278
Unprovoked Brutal Bashing of Couple
Police have released chilling CCTV footage of what they are
describing as a 'hate crime', where a group of men have
viciously assaulted a couple from behind.

Oldwood

None of that shit is
racist.

Everyone knows blacks CAN'T be racist, as they are
justified.

silverer

"White victim, black
attacker, the victim was a DEVOUT Democrat".  Gee, you
know, I think you get what you vote for.

BolshevikPartyP...
Related
topic links: 

Race War:  http://www.dailystormer.com/section/race-war/

Crime:  http://conservative-headlines.com/category/crime/

Who brought the blacks here in the first place: 
http://www.jewwatch.com/jew-genocide-black-holocaust-slave-
ships.html

marijuana sale. Jarrell (seen at right) and Jamar
are brothers.

After Cops Post Video of Brutal Beating in
Attempt to ID Suspects, YouTube Reportedly
Takes Action You Might Find Hard to Swallow
Dave Urbanski, The Blaze, September 20, 2014
Remember the surveillance video showing six
male suspects brutally beating a couple outside a
club in downtown Springfield, Missouri?
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Who beez dee furrst slaveowner:  http://conservative-
headlines.com/2012/03/americas-first-slave-owner-was...

For those who want the "red pill", here it is: 
https://aryanisrael.wordpress.com/2013/12/29/who-are-the-
jews/

tumblemore
The banking
mafia are

1) a minority

2) responsible for wrecking the economy at regular intervals due
to short term greed

so what they do is fund front organisations to create division
among the rest of the population. It doesn't matter what kind of
division; it can be racial, religious, cultural, whatever and they
may even fund both sides of the argument because the main
thing is to spread so much conflict that people don't turn on the
banking mafia when they blow up the economy with their greed.

 

This is why their media have been so full on stirring up racial
hatred over Trayvon Martin, Ferguson etc over the last few years -
the economy is trashed, the banking mafia did it and they want
everyone fighting each other instead of blaming them.

 

This isn't a hippy comment though. They control the media and it
works. As the economy continues to slide the banking mafia's
media will get all the different ethno-cultural groups at each
other's throats to deflect them from the banking mafia.

 

Be as prepared as you can be.

 

Ill-news the St...

A prof at
UC Riverside did a study on three strikes laws
(surprise, they're fucking worthless!) and his

study showed one thing tracked most closely with (until recently,
obviously) dropping crime rates: lower alcohol consumption.

So it looks like heavy drinkin's back in style.

Refuse-Resist
I believe
this

professor overlooked
one thing that anyone with common sense and experience
knows.  African ancestry increases chances of random and
extreme violence for the most trivial of reasons.

 

Who commits the majority of all violent crime in the US and
what percentage of the total population does that group
represent.

 

facts aren't racist but you'll never get anyone on a
government, corporate, or media payroll to say it. Any
academic who dares point out the truth is blackballed.
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Truth is not welcome in politically correct pussified and black
run america.

 

FUCK YEAH!

Skip
"Truth
is not

welcome in
politically correct pussified and black run america."

I uprated your post because you made good points
however I have a correction to make, this is NOT "black
run america", another group runs it:

Obongo is a puppet, here are the puppet masters:

Christopher Bollyn, 06 November 2008

jack stephan
I wear a
sweater, yeah with the heat that kills people, and i
still wear it.  I do the sneaky once upon a time in

mexico schtick.but without the fake arm and a table.

I keep in my belly like a kangaroo pouch, and put my hands in a
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Rahm Emanuel is the same Israeli who ran
the White House under Bill Clinton, although
he did not have the chief of staff position.
Emanuel has controlled Obama for years.
Rahm Emanuel, who is named after a Lehi
(Stern Gang) terrorist named Rahamim
Cohen, and David Axelrod have been working
together since 1984 when they teamed up to
help Paul Simon (Mr. Bowtie) defeat Sen.
Charles Percy (R-Ill.).
These two Zionists spearheaded the
campaign to put Barack Obama into the
White House. Axelrod and Emanuel, however,
were being supported by a much higher
Zionist -- Bettylu Saltzman, the daughter of
Chicago's super-Zionist Philip Klutznick.
Axelrod has been creating and shaping
Candidate Obama for more than 16 years.
"Axelrod met Obama when the senator was
30 years old and coordinating a voter-
registration drive in Chicago and Bettylu
Saltzman, a doyenne of progressive politics
in Chicago, suggested that the two get to
know each other," the New York Times
reported in early 2007. "In the 15 years
since, Axelrod has worked through Obama's
life story again and again, scouring it for
usable political material.
Bettylu Saltzman has been supporting and
financing Obama's political career since
1992, long before he ran for any office.
Saltzman is the only daughter of the super-
Zionist Philip Klutznick. In 1992, when
Obama was 30 years old, Saltzman told
Axelrod and others, "He will be our first black
president.'' Saltzman then commissioned
Axelrod to create Obama, the presidential
candidate.
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pouch.  I usually carry some heavy shit, but a snub has its place
on hand pointed at any person walks up, if they hit "hyphy" then
its cocked and ready.

Am i a dick, .....yeah you could say that, but im also that dick that
will live to 14,000 days and past on this earth too.  So call your
congressman les whinin.

My shooter pals say get a real wheel gun, nah, mine is already on
the target well before anyone has time to react, and beat their
chest, whatever.

I watch hands not faces.

vic and blood
Those
so-called
'Mexican

pullovers' are great for concealed carry. The dark people
seem to overdress much of the year, so you don't look out of
place wearing one of those garments. You can stuff a lot of
hardware under there.

Just remember, everyone, while Colorado was making pot
legal, Wyoming was making concealed carry WITHOUT any
permit legal. Different people, different priorities.

El Hosel

Shoot

Totentänzerlied
This
article is an embarrassment. Snyder seems to
have failed statistics. No, Snyder seems to have

never even heard of statistics. All-time-low crime rising by 33% in
one year is still, *gasp*, all-time low.

Commenters unsurprisingly are likewise stupendously illiterate
regarding statistics. What a joke.

Oldwood
So trends
are not
important.

And those who happen to fall into that doubled violent crime
statistic are irrelevant. Call their next of kin and let them
know...it will make them feel so much better.

Keyboard Kommando
The USA
doesn't need gun control, it needs nigger
control! Black males make up 6% of the

population, but more than 50% of armed robberies, assaults,
murders, etc... Lynching started to decrease when nationwide
centralized policing increased. When things get really bad and
local communities go back to policing themselves, there will be
lots more "summary executions" around the country!

Why keep the apes warm and fed, for them only to go out and
commit more crimes with street cred when they get out?!?
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Dixie Flatline

You wanted
God out of the public spaces?

Oddly enough, you reap what you sow.  And the real sowwing
hasn't even started.

CHC
All the while
- our awesome first black (and whatever mixed)
president maintains his silence while his cousins

run amok - killing hundreds and hundreds of innocent people -
children included.  I'm thinking maybe the genetic code on blacks
has run it's course and one day soon, they'll just all be gone -
dead - history.  In times like this you have to look at the bright
side.

El Hosel
Large
chunks of
the

economy remain crashed from the last crash. Wake me up
when the bad guys start wacking each other.

Dixie Flatline

 I'm

thinking maybe the genetic code on blacks
has run it's course and one day soon, they'll just all be gone -
dead - history.

In the culture of twerking, booty, and baby daddy's?

La-sha's(Ladasha's) womb is fertile beyond your capability to
understand.

What I find ironic, and can maybe squeeze some
schadenfreude out of, is that the brown folks from south of
the Rio Grande who walk into this country and demand(and
get) FREE SHIT are outpacing the American blacks in the
demographics.  Guess what negros?  Dem brownies from
Michoacha do not have an ounce of white guilt.  When dey get
the reins of power, y'all gonna be SHIT OUT OF LUCK.

Ill-news the St...

That
last
bit

applies to all the
multiculti "allies" but they just don't know it: when shit
gets tight, no matter what you think you've done for the
cause, you're just another gringo punyal.

Refuse-Resist
They're
certainly
headed

toward extinction on
this continent if/when the majority wakes up to what is
happening and begins the clean up process.
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Whites are the most efficient killers on the planet when
aroused. Blacks seem ignorant of history and full of
misplaced bravado because they can run faster and jump
higher individually.

We don't do group beatings, we do death factories and
industrialized slaughter and we've had plenty of practice in
the 20th centruy killing millions of each other.

  Just saying.... If black leaders had a modicum of intelligence
they might recognize the potential of the 'weak whiteys' to
band together and elimiate perceived threats. What the PTB
cannot have is an awakened and angry white population that
is united in it's purpose.

Pogroms aren't just a history lesson, black leaders. They're
part of our white culture as much as gang rape and
cannibalism is part of black culture. Wake up and change
course, or get ready to face some terrible consequences.

 

that is all.

22winmag
Lock and
load!

 

https://countenance.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/coguide.jpg

Umh

People, some
of them anyway have become accustomed to being
idle and unemployed. Some people don't deal with

free time very well.

Yen Cross
 At least the
MSM is calling ILLEGAL Aliens, what they are..."
Undocumented Immigrants" was fucking pathetic!

 When can I be labeled an "Undocumented Taxpayer" as opposed
to a "tax evader"?

 When can I be an "Undocumented Bank Robber", or "
Unannounced Fiat Collector"?

Oldwood
Its still
better
than

their favorite...undocumented citizens.

SubjectivObject

Wee Nee duh
Moar CowBe!! (po.leased.ate & C ops)

Que the crime stats:

Hint:  Remember reports of crime stats going down? ..... because
the C opps wern't reporting the crimes??  But now with States
yanking civil forfieture privileges, .... wayl now then, lookit all
dees cry.mes we found!
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silverer
This is good
news.  And like the US economy, we can all help
keep these numbers up and growing by turning in

your firearms.  Yep.  That'll do it.

DipshitMiddleCl...

so..ive been
on 5 interviews for a position at a F500 company
and it's considered entry level

 

i have ~5 years expereince doing this role

 

the average person is not getting this job and its not even that
technical.

the average negro is not getting this job either.

 

be hes shucklin

NoWayJose
If you
don't
"know

somebody" then you are not getting the job...

Barley Burnside
And

jivelin....pants saggin',
neck and hand tattoos, G lookin', gold teeff wearing
mou'lons.... Can't get jobs

NoWayJose

They are
shooting the WRONG guys....

DaveA
see below

DaveA
I hereby
copyright the following sign:

YOU ARE ENTERING A ZERO-CRIME NEIGHBORHOOD
INNER CITY RESIDENTS WILL BE SHOT ON SIGHT
THIS IS YOUR LAST WARNING
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Barley Burnside
Wa-wa..
Black
lives

matter..

Vence

I thought
only the Muslims are violent, because they want
to conquer the world to force sharia on

everybody, we're lucky to have Israel stemming the tide on the
forefront.

Barley Burnside

Joooooss...

honestann
Article: 
The country isn't crashing yet.

Answer:  The country IS crashing, now and forever.

Once people see the inevitable in their faces, a few of them get
ahead of the curve, knowing early entry has huge advantages. 
Others just say "screw it" and "lose it".

Barley Burnside

Haaa!! I
thought
the same

thing the other day, my
401k... Waaa fuck it, for the last 7 yrs I've been investing all
my money in inflation and romin noodles...

humble_man
If it was
anything else than black-on-black crime, I would
have seen it by now. Until they come near here, I

really don't care. 

Barley Burnside
Agree,
the

Mexicans are pushing
out the shufflers, (black people displaced from Katrina in
Pasadena south Houston) no more random shooting and cell
phone store robberies... Even tho most of the neighborhood
has gone hispanic( mostly illegal)... They are the workers
willing to work, and most if not all manual labor type
businesses are owned by white "redneck" type guys who had
the nuts to strick out on their own (plumbers, electricians,
construction, etc) they can't get young white, black, Asian,
Indian kids to train and mentor... They are all getting student
loans and being pushed into college by there parents... It's a
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mess,,, sorry, drunk and ranting... Peace out USA/
Mexico....we only have ourselves to blame.

humble_man
When South
Central (LA) is burning again, I'll pay attention.
West of the Rockies, civil unrest and SHTF will

start there. Mexicans drain the wallet through State and Federal
taxes, but most of them are good people and will not kill you for
a pair of Air Jordans.

JoJoJo

Obama has
fueled the normal angry black man into becoming
even angrier. Unfortunately this extra anger does

more damage to other blacks who are easier to target if not  just
for proximity. I think Obama, being half white, had to prove
himself as being  black by over compensating through super
demonizing whites and American institutions including the
constitution

SoDamnMad
But, but,
but  The FBI told us everything was good  ... Even
when they screwed up a background check on the

kid who was allowed to buy the .45 to kill all the Charlston church
members.  Way to go gov. win, win... lie, lie and SCREWUP

scatha
What's is
that? For racist crime propaganda I have local
news. Crime is a social disease a consequence of

specific governmental policies aimed to destabilize society and
cultural de-cohesion in order to assert control.

The crime is a reaction to government action supported by
massive propaganda that makes another human being an enemy,
individual enemy as well as enemy of the state.

A interesting and rare take on the causes of violence and the true
purpose it fulfills I found at:

https://contrarianopinion.wordpress.com/2015/01/10/violence-
of-the-lambs/

quasi_verbatim

Better start
shipping home those hundreds of thousands of
troops and their military crap from around the

world. You're gonna need it all when you're begging for Jade Helm
on a street near you, 24/7/365.

Downtoolong
Don't worry,
everything is going to be fine now that they took
down the Confederate flag in SC.

One they finish de-Confederating (no shit, some asshole
journalist actually invented that word) America by removing all
memorials and everything that even remotely references the Civil
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War, this place is going to be like effing utopia. 

 

kchrisc
"Violent Crime
Is Surging In Major U.S. Cities And The Economy Is
Not Even Crashing Yet"

For many years now they have been reporting that crime is
falling. And now they want us to believe that crime is going up.

Who collects that so-called data? Government--The same folks
behind Waco, 9/11 and Sandy Hook. Who disseminates the
government's so-called data? The noiZ-media--The same folks
behind Honey Boo Boo, and live shots of taped footage from a
drill at another school months before.

They wish us to believe that the crime numbers are supposedly
going up at a time when they are trying to divide us further over
dastardly flags, fags getting married, and dudes cutting their junk
off.

Whatever?!

Just more Zion and neo-con misdirection for producing the
climate for a dictatorship in the next few years.

Liberty is a demand. Tyranny is submission..

 

Always about money, power, and division.
Don't let them take it. Don't let them have it. And don't believe it.

 

 

Refuse-Resist

Well I
know in

Baltimore crime stats
went down when a black mayor was elected. They stopped
arresting as many people and also when they do arrest, they
reduce charges from felonies to misdemeanors.

It's pretty well documented.

Moe Howard
10 years ago
a co-worker [white male] who lived in a "good
neighborhood" was leaving for work about 4:30

a.m., his car was running in the driveway, it was a cold winter
morning. As he walked to the car, a black kid in a hoodie came up
and shot him in the chest, then ran away. Nothing was stolen. It
was a random shooting and no suspect was ever apprended. 

 

This shit is not new.

roadhazard
Everything is
a paradise back here in the woods. No shit, it's all
birds and woodland animals and I can shoot my

guns right off my porch all I want. I am glad most humans love to
be all jammed up in cities and all the crap that comes with it.
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Have a great life, I am.

Refuse-Resist
Upvote. 
With
large

groups of humans come
large numbers of nanny staters who want to make lawsa
forbidding anything that might be dangerous, and also come
large numbers of violent black criminals.

 

I made the move 10 years ago, and like you enjoy the wildlife
(who's not shooting, carjacking, stealing, or attacking me).  I
too enjoy target practice in the front or back yard
(range/weapon choice) and I don't miss traffic.

 

Around here folks call 911 after the smoke clears.  Not much
crime because everybody is armed and understands the value
of a utilitarian tool like a firearm.  Not many hoplophobes out
here  that's for sure.

Refuse-Resist

Instead of
Black History Month, we can call it the summer
of the chimpout.

Check out dailykenn.com or Colin Flaherty's youtube channel. 
There is so much black on white crime in this country.  From
Seattle to Miami, from San Diego to Boston, from Detroit to New
Orleans and everywhere blacks live in large numbers, primarily
cities.

The violent crimes are usually only covered by local media and
never national, unless the perp is white and the victim is black.  I
believe the reason they suppress the facts is twofold.  1, black on
white violence is ubiquitous and quite common. And 2, the last
thing the MSM/Gov/Corp complex wants is for whites in America
to rekindle tribal feelings and start to unite against the blacks.
That would end blacks violence in practically no time.  The
numbers and history are on the side of whites.

Look to history how our great-grandfathers handled out of
control black mob violence. They shot them and burned down
their neighborhoods.  The reason why crime is spiking is because
white MEN aren't doing shit about it.  We're all sitting on our
hands and outsourcing our responsibilities to the government
and blue heroes. That's a stupid and possibly fatal mistake, on
both the individual and the societal level.

And until we start speaking their language (IE overwhelming
violence with no mercy) this will continue and more whites will
suffer at the hands of black sociopaths and psychopaths.

Again, if you think I'm fabricating stuff, please check out Colin
Flaherty's youtube uploads. All are videos either recorded by the
black attackers, black bystanders cheering it on, or surveillance
cameras. Then notice how local reporters either omit the race of
the violent criminal, or act like they're surprised when a group of
black teens destroys a store and attacks innocent people (often
women, children and elderly) -- as if it never happens. They call
black on white hate crimes "random attacks" and they call black
on white mob beatdowns "fights" rather than brutal assaults.

If you want to avoid violent crime, the numbers tell us that
avoiding large concentrations of blacks is the surest way.

Even Mr. List here cannot or will not acknowledge who's
committing the majority of the violent crimes for fear of being
called a racist.
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Liberals think racism means something bad.  I call it a survival
instinct, just like being able to discrern a poisonous mushroom
from an edible one, or being able to recognize that a grizzly bear
will kill you while the mule deer will just run away from you.

So to you all you social justice warriors:  sticks and stones may
break my bones but names will never hurt me.

Aviod the groid if you want a peaceful life. Period.

Peon14
Didn't you
hear the Confederate flag came down yesterday In
South Carolina so all the country's problems are

solved and  now a Utopia.

To Hell In A Ha...

Here we go
again, the stormfront session is in full swing.
White men crying that we are victimized. lol

DipshitMiddleCl...
well, im
not
white

but i agree that they are
starting to become victimized..atleasthe social programming
is in place so that their kids and grand kids accept it

 

the zioCons are trying to get the blacks to attack the whites
and other races so they don't have to do it themselves

 

The Bolshevik revolution was a messy ordeal and they learned
quite alot from it.
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State of Emergency: The Third World Invasion and
Conquest of America by this writer in 2006 cited
researcher Heather Mac Donald of Manhattan
Institute. She reported that two-thirds of the 17,000
outstanding fugitive felony warrants in Los Angeles
were for illegal immigrants, as were 95 percent of
1,200-1,500 outstanding warrants for homicide.
Of 20,000 members of the 18th Street Gang
operating across Southern California, 12,000 were
illegal immigrants. One of the Beltway Snipers, who
terrorized the D.C. area, shooting 13 and killing 10,
was a 17-year-old illegal immigrant from Jamaica,
John Lee Malvo.
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The shooting occurred about 3:20 p.m. after Sgt. Jay
Cook saw a suspicious man walking down a roadway
in the Town of Constable, according to the state
police. The sergeant ordered Mr. Sweat to stop, but
he broke into a run and the sergeant, a firearms
instructor, opened fire, according to the authorities.
Mr. Sweat was not armed at the time.
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